
So you care about safety . . . 

Why?



Safety: “A Core 
Value”

• If  safety is truly a 

core value, failures 

in safety programs 

and policies will be 

deeply troubling.  

They “cut to the 

core.”



Why Focus on Safety?
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Washington

Regulatory Update

• OSHA Emergency Temporary 
Standard for COVID-19

• Heat Injury and Illness 
Rulemaking

• Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices

• Safety Contingency Funds

• Highway Safety Improvement 
Program – Fund Flex



ARTBA Safety 
Forum

• Positive Protection 
Statement

• Automated Speed 
Enforcement

• Safety Contingency Fund

• HSIP Fund Flex

• Intrusion Prevention



Positive Protection

• When serious hazards are foreseen or encountered on a project, positive 
protection should be specified and an associated pay item provided, unless 
an agency representative determines the same to be impractical or 
unnecessary for the project under applicable standards, directives, guidance, 
policy or other written agency position (collectively referred to as “Agency 
Standards”). Such determination, if  made, should be noted in applicable 
specifications.  Agency Standards should be appropriately updated to reflect 
this policy and when it is impractical or unnecessary. Decisions regarding 
deployment of  positive protective measures should be documented, made 
available to affected parties, and subject to revision based on site 
conditions.



Building Industry Support



Automated Speed 
Enforcement

• ARTBA supports proven strategies to 
improve the safety and health of  workers 
and roadway users as they navigate 
roadway construction work zones.  
ARTBA advocates the adoption of  
automated speed enforcement programs 
for work zones and calls upon the 
transportation construction industry to 
seek authorization and begin 
implementation of  this proven safety 
strategy.



Are Speed Safety Cameras 

Needed and Effective?

▪ Free-flow traffic speeds reduced 

as much as 8 mph.

▪ In Maryland, enforcement 

reduced those traveling 10 mph 

and greater over the speed limit 

by 54%.

▪ Reduces speed differentials that 

can lead to rear-end crashes.



Key Messaging

▪ Messaging must be clear that ASE is a safety program 
designed to reduce crashes and improve mobility.

▪ Safety tool.

▪ Protects all road users, including motorists, cyclists, 
pedestrians, and workers.

▪ Targeted toward a known, unsafe driving behavior.

▪ Reduces exposure to law enforcement and EMS 
responders.

▪ Promotes unbiased enforcement.



Build Coalitions

• Bring partners in early, especially ones that might 
initially be opposed.

• State Department of  Transportation (DOT) or 
equivalent;

• Turnpike Commission/Toll Authority
• State Police/Highway Patrol
• Governor’s Office/Safety Representative
• Industry Associations and Leading Contractors
• State Attorney Association
• Insurance Industry (for crash data/statistics)
• Motorist and Trucking Associations
• Other traffic safety stakeholders with strong 

influence (e.g., MADD)



Court System

▪ Consider fines that deter poor 

driving behavior but may not 

warrant court appearances.

▪ May not result in “points” or 

negative driving record citations.

▪ Consider an initial administrative 

appeal process before court.



Legislative Actions

▪ Avoid authorizing authority 

that has an end date, e.g., 

pilot programs or sunset 

provisions.

▪ Replace with reporting 

requirements after program 

has matured, or provisions 

that require legislative action 

to terminate the program.



Transparency

• Speed limits and citation amounts must be correlated and 
constant.

• Provide information on where ASE is being deployed.

• Use proper, ample, clear signage.

• Set signing and speed limits standards early; work with state 
police to decide speed thresholds.

• Consider sharing information on multiple platforms such 
as Waze, Google, Apple Maps, etc.  

• Clear, consistent communication is key. 



New Initiatives for 2022

ARTBA Safety Forum



Safety Contingency 
Fund (BIA/IIJA)

• Sets aside money for project safety 
enhancements that may not have been 
anticipated when a project was let. 

• Enable the contractor and/or agency to 
revisit the temporary traffic control plan 
and add additional safety enhancements 
(such as positive protection) that may not 
have been initially funded. 

• If  both parties agree the improvement is 
needed, funds can be released to pay for 
such changes. 



Highway Safety Improvement 
Program Flex (BIA/IIJA)

• States can “flex” funds to non-infrastructure activities 
and behavioral safety projects, such as educational 
campaigns about traffic safety and enforcement 
activities.

• Allows a State to spend up to 10 percent of  its Highway 
Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) funding on non-
infrastructure projects.

• ARTBA will seek to allow such flexibility only after all 
infrastructure safety needs are met.



Intrusion 

Prevention

• Develop “Best 

Practices” guide for 

contractors and 

agencies to prevent 

work zone intrusions.

Intrusion 

Prevention 

Guidebook
Best Practices for Mitigating, 
Controlling and Minimizing the 
Effects of Work Zone Intrusions



Thank You

Bradley Sant

bsant@artba.org


